
Two perspectives on foundations’ action, 
practice and responsibility…. 
  a micro perspective:  communicating grant refusal 

    far more than “saying no nicely”;       a study with ACF 
members, funded by the Charities Aid Foundation 

 

 a macro perspective: when funders do “advocacy 
direct” 

     the ‘Corston Independent Funders’ Coalition’, and its 
review of its work;  

     lesson-drawing for other funders  



www.shaw-trust.org.uk 

    Our research context - the enhanced competition for funding 

 grant seekers - disappointment of refusal , how to learn? 

 grant makers  - multiple pressures, responding to their needs  

 

    Our key question - How do grant makers and grant seekers 
characterize their communications experiences and practices, when 
grant refusal occurs?   

     decisiongiving as a characteristic of foundations’ practice, and 
its impact? 

 

“The Art of Refusal:  The Experiences of Grant Makers 
and Grant Seekers”, funded by CAF, 2011 



The grant seekers – the search for timely and valuable 
feedback  
      “what we want above all is honesty but don’t get enough of 

it”..(we want to hear) …’this is where you have messed up.’’ 
 
    “the more you’re knocked back, the more anxious you become 

about the next application”  
 
     “It is becoming more difficult to start a dialogue  ..(and)... 

funders being more distant ...although if you’re already ‘in’, 
then it’s less of a problem.”  

 
   “we would also like feedback on successful applications, since 

it is good to know why you have succeeded too.”  

www.shaw-trust.org.uk 



Whilst the grant makers are under pressure …. 
    “(we) never get the breathing space to step back and say what did 

all parties learn from assessing and being assessed in a particular 
round of grant bids “ 

    “….some organisations (will) feel quite baffled when turned 
down..they stress how valuable the work they do is, so how on 
earth could they get turned down; but we haven’t got space and 
time to do any more with them.”  

 

    “people (are) not really wanting to have tough points too pressed 
home” 

     “ it is good to try to help people improve their application but we 
can’t address the (needs of the whole) organisation…”  

 

www.shaw-trust.org.uk 



“promising practice” ideas , the outcome from the 
research  
Wider questions  

 Refusal communications and practices may be for many 
organisations the crux of how a foundation is characterised; 

 

 What are foundations’ responsibilities for organisational learning 
and knowledge sharing at these key  points? 

 

  Since we have “grants –plus” for some foundations’ grantees, is 
this a case of “grants-minus?”….. www.shaw-trust.org.uk 



The Corston Independent Funders Coalition case study  
 2005 –Prisons Ombudsman report on criminal justice regimes for vulnerable women, 
after self inflicted deaths in custody 

2007 – government commissioned review of provision (‘Corston Report) ; 43 
interventions , with emphasis on non custodial development 

2008 - slow, ‘insubstantial ‘,“dithering”  government follow-ups; 23 grantmaking 
foundations publish open letter, including ‘readiness to commit further funds to 
genuinely innovative’ projects”; invited to meet government minister ; CIFC founded 

2009- government commits £15.6million to Corston agenda; CIFC agrees to fund a full 
time Advocate post, to press for implementation, the post being “better to remain in 
our sector than be based in agencies whose voices are commonly heard” 

- Minister announces CIFC will match the £15.6m – quickly rebutted 

   slow start , membership contributions unspecified and varied, eventually an ‘inner 
circle’  of management and’outer circle’ of members; Advocate very pro-active 
within government circles; MoJ/CIFC match funding proposed 

www.shaw-trust.org.uk 



2010- Joint Ministry of Justice/CIFC ‘Women’s Diversionary Fund’ set up to 
develop network of  community alternatives to prison ( seven CIFC 
members and one non-member trust  contribute £2million) 

2011- Change of government, government ‘green paper’, ‘Breaking the Cycle’ 
is published 

      CIFC ‘dangles possibility of bridge funding’ for a further programme,  

     a one off £3.2 million between 2 government bodies and CIFC for 26 
womens’ centres, until local commissioning can take over ; agreed and 
programme announced. 

     Advocate’s contract ends ; CIFC reflects on its future  

 

- “ It is not possible to draw conclusions about the impact the CIFC (or 
any other single agency) has had on the women’s prison population, 
but CIFC’s contribution was helpful and timely and identified 
pathways for future progress” 

 



A collaboration rather than a campaign; working with the 
nonprofit sector, yet with its own distinctive voice? 

 unique opportunity with champions in a small group of foundation 
officers with long term knowledge and experience 

 Independence and resources brought it to the policy table, in 
apparent policy window 

 policy makers welcomed the resource base whilst CIFC saw wider 
contributions including  convening power, intellectual assets, 
experience 

 CIFC members reported valuable learning (“we don’t cohere much as 
a sector and..found the sharing immensely valuable”); whilst 
frustrations in slowness of joint working, and internal resources 
issues www.shaw-trust.org.uk 



 other nonprofits’ ambivalence about funders breaking out of their 
traditional role i.e. indirect advocacy, through funding other and 
existing expert NGOs 

 

 CIFC members were doing ‘what foundations do well or best’ – 
shining the spotlight on majorcontinuing public problems and 
commiting funds for innovation –  

     BUT 

 Is there a collaborative – or independent – future for foundations’ 
‘doing advocacy direct’? 

 



 
  
 
These two examples raise issues of 
foundations’ responsibility in their sector and 
beyond:  
 
  Yet the foundation hallmark is its 

independence…... 

 How do we respond to the argument that 
foundations have special responsibilities, 
(even “a duty of care” ) to their funded 
organisations 

   especially in periods of economic pressure 
and downturn?  
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